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ABSTRACT 
Smooth pursuit is the movement that occurs when the eyes meticulously follow an object in motion.                
While smooth pursuit can be achieved with a stationary head, it generally relies on the head following                 
the visual target as well. During smooth pursuit, a coordinating vestibular mechanism, shared by both               
the head and the eyes, is used. Therefore, smooth pursuit can reveal much about where a person is                  
looking based on only the direction of the head. 

To investigate the interplay between the eyes and the head, an application was made for the                
augmented reality head-mounted display Magic Leap. The application gathered data of the head and              
eyes respective movements. The data was analyzed using visualizations to find relationships within             
the eye-head coordination. 

User studies were conducted and the eyes proved to be incredibly accurate and the head direction was                 
close to the target at all times. The results point towards the possibility of using head direction as a                   
model for visual attention in the shape of a cone. The users’ head direction was a good indicator of                   
where they put their attention, making it a valuable tool for developing augmented reality applications               
for head-mounted displays and smart glasses. By only using head direction, a software developer can               
measure where most of the users’ attention is put and hence optimize the application according to this                 
information. 
 
 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Följerörelser är det som sker när ögonen noggrant följer ett objekt i rörelse. Följerörelser kan uppnås                
med ett stationärt huvud, men generellt används även huvudet för att följa det visuella målet. Ögonen                
och huvudet delar en vestibulär koordineringsmekanism som är aktiv under följerörelser och därför             
kan enbart huvudrörelser avslöja mycket om var en person har sin uppmärksamhet.  

För att undersöka samspelet mellan ögonen och huvudet gjordes en applikation för ett augmented              
reality headsetet Magic Leap. Applikationen samlade in data på ögon- respektive huvudrörelser. Den             
insamlade datan analyserades med hjälp av visualiseringar för att hitta förhållanden inom ögon-huvud             
koordinationen. 

Användarstudier utfördes och ögonen visade sig vara väldigt exakta och huvudets riktning var hela              
tiden i närheten av målet. Resultatet pekar mot möjligheten att använda huvudriktning som en modell               
för visuell uppmärksamhet i formen av en kon. Användarnas huvudriktning var en bra indikator på var                
de hade sin uppmärksamhet, vilket gör den till ett användbart verktyg för utveckling av augmented               
reality applikationer för headsets och smartglasögon. En mjukvaruutvecklare kan mäta var           
användarnas uppmärksamhet dras genom att använda huvudriktningen och kan därmed optimera           
applikationen utefter den informationen. 
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ABSTRACT 
Smooth pursuit is the movement that occurs when the eyes          
meticulously follow an object in motion. While smooth pursuit         
can be achieved with a stationary head, it generally relies on the            
head following the visual target as well. During smooth pursuit, a           
coordinating vestibular mechanism, shared by both the head and         
the eyes, is used. Therefore, smooth pursuit can reveal much          
about where a person is looking based on only the direction of the             
head. 

To investigate the interplay between the eyes and the head, an           
application was made for the augmented reality head-mounted        
display Magic Leap. The application gathered data of the head          
and eyes respective movements. The data was analyzed using         
visualizations to find relationships within the eye-head       
coordination. 

User studies were conducted and the eyes proved to be incredibly           
accurate and the head direction was close to the target at all times.             
The results point towards the possibility of using head direction as           
a model for visual attention in the shape of a cone. The users’             
head direction was a good indicator of where they put their           
attention, making it a valuable tool for developing augmented         
reality applications for head-mounted displays and smart glasses.        
By only using head direction, a software developer can measure          
where most of the users’ attention is put and hence optimize the            
application according to this information. 
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INTRODUCTION 
To see our full physical surroundings, we do not solely rely on            
moving our eyes. Doing so would make our heads stationary, but           
they are not. The body, head, and eyes are all active and have a              
delicate interplay with one another when surveying the        
surroundings. Due to foveal vision, the two degrees of the visual           
field where the eye has full acuity [43], the eyes constantly have            
to move around. To get a full view of a room the eyes’ motion is               
supplemented by moving the head. These movements are also         
influenced by external factors i.e. they differ between static and          
dynamic stimuli. Moreover, moving objects catch our attention to         
a wider extent than stationary ones. Yet if an object moves too            
fast it is difficult to distinguish. Having the eyes observing an           
object in motion is called smooth pursuit, which generally relies          
on the head accounting for most of the gaze, the sum of head and              
eye movements [17, 27]. 

When developing for augmented reality applications, an       
understanding of the relationship between the head and the eye          
during smooth pursuit can help to optimize products based on          
where the gaze accuracy is at its best. Knowing at what velocities            
and motion patterns objects are most likely to be seen is key to             
this optimization. Optimization in this context can mean both         
bringing desired content into focus and disguising features that         
distract from the experience but are too important to be removed.           
This is a common practice in web design, where eyes are tracked            
to know where most users pay attention, to improve the usability           
of the website [11]. 

See-through head-mounted displays (HMDs), commonly called      
‘smart glasses’, are, like smartphones, designed for a wide range          
of usages. With sensors for both head and eye tracking built into            
the device, HMDs are great devices for collecting data for          
application optimization. Although already on the market, both        
smart glasses and see-through HMDs are rare among average         
consumers, partly due to their high pricing in relation to the areas            
of use, which are currently few. More devices targeted towards          
consumers as well as professionals are being made and Microsoft          
HoloLens [34], Magic Leap One [30] and Meta 2 [33] are a few of              
the see-through HMD examples. 

The gaze tracking data gathered from see-through HMDs can be          
analyzed in several different ways, one of them being interactive          
visualizations. The strength of visualizations is that they provide         
an explorative analysis, which could be followed by statistical         
methods that validate the results [5, 25, 41]. In this report, the            
visualizations are a crucial measuring instrument to give the most          
equitable conclusion. 

Research Objective 
This project studied how accurately an augmented reality object in          
motion was followed by the head and the eyes at various           
velocities. This was done using state-of-the-art augmented reality        
technologies. The aim was to better understand their interplay for          
possible utilization. Hence the report was influenced by the         
research question: 

Under what conditions is the head respectively the eyes mainly          
used to detect moving objects in an augmented reality setting? 

Delimitations 
In this study, no graphical elements were present other than the           
visual stimuli made to engage the users in smooth pursuit. This           
decision was made to ensure that nothing competed with the          
users’ attention. For the same reason, the application contained no          
sound. Lastly, the study was designed so that the users would not            
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use their bodies to turn towards the target, thus only head and eye             
movements were studied. 

THEORY AND RELATED WORKS 
In this section, similar studies with a focus on the eye-head           
coordination system are presented along with an explanation of         
the nature of smooth pursuit. This is followed by a summary of            
different ways to visualize gaze tracking data, and what the type           
of visualization means for the final result. Lastly, augmented         
reality as a concept, technology, and application is summarized. 

Eye-head coordination 
Several experiments studying eye-head coordination have been       
made from the seventies and onwards. Early research has shown          
that the two very different systems that are head and eye           
movements, both share a common coordinating vestibular       
mechanism [17, 26, 27, 49] that constitutes their interplay. The          
center of the visual field is called foveal vision and spans almost            
two degrees of the total visual field [12]. It is the only part of the               
eye that has full acuity, meaning more details are perceived closer           
to it than in the periphery [23]. Due to the foveal vision being very              
small, almost all changes in gaze direction are made with a           
combination of moving both the head and the eyes [26]. Their           
usage distribution differs greatly as the eyes move incredibly fast          
while the head is relatively slow [26, 27, 49]. When locating a            
target, a rapid saccadic eye movement first finds it and is then            
followed by a comparably slow head movement [3, 49]. Despite          
this, the head accounts for about 85 percent of the gaze movement            
during smooth pursuit [17, 27] whereas the eyes remain relatively          
close to their primary position, the center of the orbit [17, 27, 49].             
Because of its considerably slower speed and acceleration, the         
head lags but the eyes compensate for the head’s inaccuracy [3,           
17, 27]. 

Although, when the head is fixed, the gaze remains equally          
accurate. This indicates that when the head is used for gaze, the            
eye movement velocity is decreased by an amount equal to the           
angular velocity of the head [17]. To compensate for a fixed head,            
the eye’s movements become different [3, 17, 27] and nearly          
match the target’s path. While for a freely moving head, the eyes            
make up for the difference between target and head, meaning the           
inaccuracy [3, 27]. 

Smooth pursuit 
There are essentially two ways the human eye can shift its focus,            
through saccadic movements and smooth pursuit [8]. A saccade is          
the eye’s rapid jerky movement when changing fixation points         
[12]. Visual information between the two fixation points is         
suppressed during the saccade [16, 23]. When surveying our         
surroundings we do not notice the saccade happening and it rather           
feels like our gaze wanders while in reality it never does [23, 26].             
Unless the eye is following an object in motion, which then results            
in a smooth pursuit [23, 27], usually at an eye velocity of about             
10-30°/s [16]. Its purpose is to stabilize the gaze on the target            
[48]. In general, it is very difficult for a person to initiate smooth             
pursuit without visual stimuli and attempts usually lead to small          
saccadic intervals where the eyes jump between points instead of          
making a fluid movement [29]. Smooth pursuit should not be          
confused with the vestibulo-ocular reflex, which only occurs        
when observing a stationary target while the head is being moved           
[28]. In an ideal smooth pursuit, the angular velocity of the           
moving target precisely matches the observer’s gaze [48]. 

Smooth pursuit affects the observer’s perception of velocity which         
makes the target appear slower than it is, while stationary objects           

appear to be moving [46]. Visual stimuli moving faster than 30°/s           
usually disrupt smooth pursuit as it needs catch-up saccadic         
movements to stay on target. Moreover, smooth pursuit is         
asymmetric, horizontal pursuit is easier than vertical, and        
downward pursuit is easier than upward [16]. 

Visualizing data 
The most common methods of analyzing eye tracking data include          
the use of statistical methods and/or visualizations. The two         
methods yield different types of results. Whereas the data is          
quantitative in both cases, visualizations allow for an explorative         
and qualitative analysis while statistical methods mainly provide        
quantitative results [5, 25]. The advantage of a qualitative         
exploration of gaze data is that it is effective to gain quick insight             
despite large data sets [42] and also allows for analysis of the            
complex relationships within the data [5]. These hidden        
substantial relationships could then later be validated using        
statistical methods [5, 25, 41]. 

Some very commonly used techniques for visualizing eye tracking         
data, both in old and new studies, are statistical diagrams e.g. bar            
charts [6, 10, 13], scatter plots [4, 24], line charts [1, 18, 40] and              
box plots [14, 21]. These types of ‘visualizations’ are not          
originally made for eye tracking data but can be used for           
quantitative analysis [5]. While being sufficient for their purpose,         
these types of techniques do not allow for an explorative          
approach. 

Other, more modern methods of visualizing eye tracking data are          
heatmaps (attention maps), gaze plots and scanpaths [5]. In the          
last two decades, the number of publications discussing these         
visualization techniques among others for eye tracking has        
increased heavily [5, 25]. As there are many different types of           
environments, conditions, and variables for eye tracking, a        
suitable visualization is different for each case. In their overview          
of eye tracking visualization techniques from 2014, Blascheck et         
al. [5] state that there is no such thing as "the best" visualization             
technique for a certain type of analysis. To find substantial          
patterns in the data, more than one visualization technique should          
be used [5]. Although many studies have been conducted on          
human visual attention, modern visualizations like heatmaps, gaze        
plots, and scanpaths are scarce for smooth pursuit movement and          
such a visualization could show a general behavior among         
multiple viewers [5]. 

Augmented reality 
Augmented reality (AR) is best described as a combination of the           
real world and a layer of computer-generated graphics. They are          
combined, appearing as if the virtual graphics were to coexist with           
the real world. This is slightly different from virtual reality (VR)           
where the user is completely immersed in the virtual environment          
and thus is foreclosed from reality. To maintain the illusion that           
the virtual environment coexists with the real world, it is crucial           
that the AR is in real-time and that the virtual world and the real              
world match each other geometrically. This study will define AR          
in the most common usage, meaning the following three         
conditions [2]. 

1. The real and virtual world is entwined 
2. It is interactive and runs in real-time 
3. The real and virtual world matches each other        

geometrically in three dimensions 
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Devices 
The term ‘augmented reality’ was coined in the early 1990s [7]           
but has recently become a more widely known concept due to its            
spread on smartphones. Yet smartphones are not the only type of           
device that can provide AR to a user. The computer-generated          
graphics in augmented reality applications can be projected on         
different types of devices, all providing slightly different        
experiences and interactions. As exemplified by UX Collective        
[47], these devices can generally be put into four categories:          
holographic displays, head-up displays, optical see-through HMD       
(e.g. smart glasses) and handheld (e.g. smartphone) based. 

Eye Tracking in AR and VR 
Many studies involving eye tracking with HMDs have been made          
in VR environments. Their purposes have slightly varied, ranging         
from using gaze to improve visual effects [20, 35], to using it as             
an interaction technique [23, 44] and also to create sensible          
visualizations of 3D gaze data [32, 41]. In 2010, Stellmach et al.            
presented three different kinds of novel heatmap visualizations for         
gaze data in VR environments, as they were scarce at the time of             
the paper [41]. Four years later in 2014, Maurus et al. [32]            
improved the heatmap visualization for 3D gaze data by taking the           
occlusions from the observer’s view into account. 

Although many of the outcomes of these studies can be applied to            
AR as well, only a few studies on visualizing gaze data from an             
AR environment have been conducted. In 2012 one was made by           
Pfeiffer et al. [37] where the authors presented their novel way of            
measuring the 3D gaze. They suggested how heatmaps can be          
further improved to represent attention in 3D. Although based on          
stationary stimuli and not optimal, it can be developed to visualize           
smooth pursuit. 

Further studies about gaze tracking in AR have had other focuses.           
One study from 2008 [36] and another one from 2012 [45] studied            
interaction with gaze, similar to [23, 44] but in AR instead of VR.             
In these reports, the authors claimed that gaze-based interaction in          
AR has enormous potential, yet both authors issued that gaze          
selection in virtual environments suffers the Midas Touch        
problem, i.e., accidental activation of commands in areas the user          
just wanted to look [23]. 

Magic Leap as a Tool for Gaze Tracking 
At the time of writing the Magic Leap is the only AR HMD that              
offers to track both the head and the eyes’ direction. These           
attributes make the Magic Leap a great device for gaze tracking in            
AR, as it can simultaneously project the graphics to the user. But            
like most other modern AR HMDs, it suffers from a narrow field            
of view (FOV). A FOV is the span of degrees that is visible to the               
eyes at any given moment. Luckily, the narrow FOV was not an            
issue in this study. As per nature of smooth pursuit, the users            
followed the target with their heads as well. 

Although the Magic Leap might currently be the best option for a            
HMD that can project AR graphics and track gaze, it is not an             
optimal device for gathering this data. Some devices used for eye           
tracking in other studies have had sampling frequencies around         
100-120Hz [22, 27, 39, 44] whereas Magic Leap has a sample rate            
of 60Hz. Smooth pursuit does not require the high performance of           
regular eye tracking and sampling frequencies below 75msec (≈         
13.5Hz) is considered sufficient [38]. Magic Leap uses the gaze          
modality as an input to the AR experience and is not specially            
developed for eye/head tracking. 

METHOD 
To investigate the research question, a study was conducted. The          
study was based on information found through a literature study          
along with insights gained from a pilot study. An application for           
the Magic Leap was iteratively developed and user tests were          
performed. The application was knowingly developed so that the         
user would be forced to move in a range of different eye/head            
combinations, yet without having to turn their entire bodies. The          
idea was that if as many unique movement combinations were          
made, the higher the chances of finding an interesting correlation          
between them. Despite being carefully developed, on the surface,         
the application appeared simple. The participants were only asked         
to look at a UFO floating around them. To ensure their           
movements were natural, they were not asked to behave in a           
certain way and were not informed of what the study was about            
until after the experiment. The same procedure was run three          
times, each time with a new target path as well as new velocity for              
the stimuli: 10°/s, 15°/s, and 20°/s. After the study, the          
participants filled in a short form, asking them about the level of            
immersion of the AR graphics as well as their previous VR and            
AR familiarity. 

Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted with five participants mainly to make           
sure that the application worked well and that the gathered data           
was useful. Since the UFO moved in a predetermined path, the           
same for all participants, it did not need to take the mesh of the              
room into consideration, hence it could go through things like          
walls and furniture. There was no occlusion if this happened, the           
UFO was not hidden behind the objects it went through. At one            
point in the pilot study, it went through a table beside the            
participant, who stated that it feels weird to look at it, which led to              
the final study having no furniture or walls nearby the          
participants. During the pilot study, one participant got the cord          
that connected the headset to the Magic Leap’s computer, stuck          
between their back and the backrest. Because of this, the          
participant could not turn their head properly. During the main          
study, the cord was placed in a manner so that it could not get              
stuck. Other changes that were decided based on the results from           
the pilot study included fine-tuning of the velocities and other          
minor details in the application. 

Participants 
A total of 36 participants volunteered for the experiment. 16 were           
female and 20 were male, all in the ages of 20-27 (M = 23.76, SD               
= 1.65). All participants had normal vision except two who had           
corrected vision through the use of contact lenses. No participants          
with glasses were included in the experiment, as the Magic Leap           
requires special lenses for that, which were not available. All          
participants were students at the Royal Institute of Technology         
(KTH), familiar with VR and about half had some sort of           
experience with AR. Experience, in this case, was defined as          
having tried headsets before or developed simple applications. 

System Details 
The experiment was conducted using a custom made application         
for the Magic Leap One. Data was gathered by using the sensors,            
built into the Magic Leap, for eye tracking and head orientation           
with a sampling rate of 60 Hz, see Figure 1. The Magic Leap had              
six degrees of freedom and a FOV of 40 degrees horizontal, 30            
degrees vertical, and 50 degrees diagonal, which resulted in a 4:3           
aspect ratio. 
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The Magic Leap’s CPU was an NVIDIA® Parker SOC; 2 Denver           
2.0 64-bit cores + 4 ARM Cortex A57 64-bit cores (2 A57’s and 1              
Denver accessible to applications) and the GPU was an NVIDIA          
Pascal™, 256 CUDA cores; Graphic APIs: OpenGL 4.5, Vulkan,         
OpenGL ES 3.3+. 

The application for the Magic Leap was developed in the game           
engine Unity version 2018.1.9f2-MLTP10 and version 0.19 of the         
Lumin SDK. The 3D model of the UFO was open source from            
turbosquid.com. All data were visualized using the JavaScript        
library p5. 

 
Figure 1. Representation of the head/eye direction. The blue 
line represents the head and the red lines represent the eyes. 

Procedure 
At the start of the study, the Magic Leap was adjusted specifically            
to the participant's features. Firstly, the Magic Leap’s ‘fitting         
guide’ was run to make sure it was properly attached to the            
participant's head. In some cases, the nose pad had to be changed            
to improve the fit. After the Magic Leap had a proper fit, it was              
calibrated to the participant's eyes. If the participant had contacts          
it was not deemed a problem, as the Magic Leap can be adjusted             
for such users, while considering their refractive error. With the          
help of the researcher’s instructions, the participants were asked to          
navigate through menus of the Magic Leap themselves. As these          
two steps took about 5-10 minutes depending on the participant,          
they were somewhat used to looking at the computer-generated         
graphic once the real test started. Hence the calibration procedure          
served as a light accustoming phase. 

The study was conducted with one participant at a time. All were            
asked to sit down in a regular chair. This detail was important            
because if the participant were to stand, or sit in a swivel chair,             
they might rely less on their head and eyes to follow the target and              
instead use their bodies, or the chair, to turn. The participant was            
given instructions on what to do, which was only to follow the            
UFO with their gaze. The instructions were intentionally vague as          
it was important that the participants did not know that their head            
and eye movements were being studied, or they might have          
behaved differently (aware or unaware). Once the application had         
been started the participant had to align their head and eye           
direction on a sphere, which would be replaced by the UFO after            
the directions had been successfully aligned for three seconds.         
The starting sphere was of the same size and in the same position             
as the UFO. The UFO lingered in its starting position for 1.5            
seconds before moving along its predetermined path. This was         
considered necessary after the pilot study, as some participants         
immediately lost the UFO after the eye/head alignment had been          
successful. 

A UFO was chosen as a visual target as humans have little to none              
predetermined expectations of how a UFO should move. Had the          
target instead been a butterfly or a helicopter, the participant          
would expect it to move as such, affecting their eye and head            
movements as they would match the expected motion pattern of          
the target. As opposed to the other two, a UFO can make any             
turns, be quick and is not bound by any other physical constraints. 

 
Figure 2. The target, as seen from the Magic Leap. 

Stimuli 
As stated in the Theory and Related Work section, the easiest way            
of engaging someone in smooth pursuit is to make them follow an            
object in motion, hence the visual target of a UFO. There were no             
other visual elements in the application so that nothing would          
steal the participants’ attention, thus compromising the data.        
Although the UFO appeared to be moving at random, its path was            
predetermined and followed a strict set of rules. The path          
consisted of nine locations with eight turns and three ‘short’          
distances, three ‘medium’ distances and three ‘long’ distances        
between the turns. The distance (D) was considered short if 0° <            
D < 30°, medium if 30° <= D <= 90° and long if 90° < D < 180°.                  
Four of the angles for the turns were smooth and the other four             
were acute. An angle (A) was considered acute if A < 90° and             
smooth if A > 90°. 

The UFO moved along the edge of a sphere which is why its             
traveled distance and velocity are stated in angles. The sphere had           
a diameter of 2.4m with its center point located at the participant’s            
head so that the UFO was always 1.2m away. This radius was            
chosen based on earlier studies on smooth pursuit [3, 19]. The           
UFO only moved around half of the sphere so that it never went             
behind the participant. The path was constructed to use as much of            
the half sphere as possible to encourage the user to as many            
unique movements as possible. Additionally, the path always        
started and ended directly in front of the user. 

The path for 15°/s was the same path as for 10°/s but rotated 180°.              
The path for 20°/s was the same path as for 10°/s, but backward. 

The original path for 10°/s was rotated and run backward for the            
different velocities so that it could be considered equal in all           
aspects, yet stopped the participant from discovering a pattern and          
thus performing better. Since all participants had the same target          
paths, an average of all movements could be calculated to find           
further correlations. 
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As eye-head coordination differs according to target velocity in         
virtual reality [39], it was decided that the study should have three            
different velocity settings. Each velocity setting is referred to as          
‘session’. Smooth pursuit occurs between 10-30°/s [16], thus the         
UFO moved at a velocity of 10°/s, 15°/s, and 20°/s. The           
considerably slower velocities were decided after the pilot study         
where some participants would lose the target after starting the          
application. Once outside the Magic Leap’s FOV, it was difficult          
to relocate the UFO again and the entire session was ruined.           
Session 1 took 49 seconds, Session 2 took 34 seconds and Session            
3 took 25 seconds 

After each session was complete, the data which consisted of 3D           
data points for the eye, head, and target was uploaded to a            
database. The participant was returned to the ‘starting phase’ and          
once again had to align their eyes and head on the starting sphere             
to begin the next session. The dataset was branded with a           
timestamp and a unique ID so that the participant’s results later           
could be connected to their answers in the form. To ensure that            
the participants did not increase their performance, the order of          
the sessions was randomized. 

RESULTS 
This section aims to present a clear picture of how the           
participants’ eyes and the head followed the target. First, the          
average values of all participants’ combined data are presented,         
followed by a short presentation of the individual differences. The          
results are then compared with numbers from similar studies. 

Visualizations 
Below are three 3D representations (Figure 3-5) of the average          
result of each session. The seemingly continuous lines are made          
up of small individual data points. The eyes are marked in green            
and the head direction is marked in yellow. Most of the eyes’ data             
points are inside the transparent gray area, which is the target. It            
too is made up of small individual data points, making it appear as             
if one continuous entity, which makes the target’s path. The          
perspective is from outside of the sphere which surrounded the          
participant, hence their view of the target’s path was mirrored.          
Figure 3-5 are still images, but the 3D representations could be           
rotated so that all parts could be properly studied when analyzing           
the data. 

 

Figure 3-5. The average result from Session 1, Session 2 and 
Session 3 (left to right). The eyes are represented in green and 

the head direction in yellow. 

The three following images (Figure 6-8) are 2D visualizations of          
the same average values. Here, the retinal error, i.e. the distance           
between the position of the visual target and the eye position [9,            
27] and the average target-to-head distance is visualized for each          
target point. The horizontal white centerline represents the center         
of the target and the target’s size is represented by the transparent            
gray area. All values within this area are green, and the further            
away they are from the centerline, outside the gray area, the           
deeper is their shade of red. Above the centerline, and mostly           
within the transparent gray area, is the eyes’ distance to the target.            

Only the distance between the 3D data points is shown in the            
visualization, not the direction. If a data point has a distance of 3°             
to the target, it could be located either behind, in front, or next to              
the target. Furthermore, if a data point would be on the centerline,            
it would mean that it is perfectly in the middle of the target. The              
visualization should be considered as two graphs in one. The head           
data is represented by the lower line, which is mostly in orange            
and red. To fit both datasets in one graph without having the head             
mixed with the eyes, the head data is mirrored along the           
centerline, compared to the eyes’ data. The distance between each          
horizontal line in the graph is 2.388° (5 cm) and represents the            
distance from the target. The white vertical lines signify a turn in            
the target’s path. 

Figure 6. The average result from Session 1. The eyes are 
presented above the centerline and the head below.

Figure 7. The average result from Session 2. 

Figure 8. The average result from Session 3. In this 
visualization, the vertical lines have a different position since 
the path for Session 3 is backward compared to the others. 

In Figure 6-8, the head appears to be far away from the target at              
certain intervals. These excessive distances from the target are not          
as noticeable on a larger scale and in reality, as can be seen in              
Figure 3-5, this error is very small. Also, it appears as if the eyes              
never leave the gray area, yet appears to do so in some parts of the               
2D visualizations. This is because the 2D visualization only shows          
the distance to the target for a given point, not the direction. In             
these cases, this means that the eye is either located behind or in             
front of the target. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show an example of a              
retinal error in closer detail. 
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Figure 9 and Figure 10. Closer view of the retinal error for the 
same acute turn, represented in both the 2D- and 3D 

visualization. The average result from Session 3.  

Accuracy 
As somewhat expected, the eyes were incredibly accurate. On         
average the retinal error was very low at all times and never more             
than 2.4° (or 5cm). A data point was considered perfect if it was             
located somewhere on the target and a miss if it was not. In Table              
1 the average miss of all participants’ combined results can be           
seen. When at their worst, the eyes were not perfectly on target            
less than 4.25 percent of the time. A miss, in this case, does not              
mean that the target had not been seen. To the participant, it was             
still visible in the periphery, but not as sharp as if the eyes were              
directly on target. In other words, the UFO was seen at all times. 

There was a slight difference between the three velocities, and the           
faster the target was, the greater was the retinal error. As can be             
seen in Figure 11-13, the retinal error spikes after an acute turn, its             
amplitude directly related to the velocity. However, during the         
straight line when the target traveled between the turns, the          
accuracy was equal for all three velocities. As can be seen in            
Figure 7 and Figure 8 there are four spikes in the retinal error             
right after some of the turns. In these cases, the eyes are off by a               
few degrees directly after the acute turn and then quickly find           
their way back to the target where they remain until the next acute             
turn. These spikes are much less evident in Session 1 (Figure 6            
and Figure 11). The smooth turns did not seem to change the            
retinal error at all in Session 1 and Session 2, but Session 3             
seemed to have an increase in the retinal error after smooth turns,            
in the fashion of Figure 11, yet the eyes never left the target. 

 

Figure 11-13. Retinal error after the same acute turn. From 
left to right, Session 1, Session 2, Session 3. 

Table 1. The average eye and head miss. A data point is 
considered a miss if it was outside the target 

Session Eye miss Head miss 

1 (10°/s) 1.34 % 90.13 % 

2 (15°/s) 3.70 % 93.21 % 

3 (20°/s) 4.25 % 89.91 % 

 

Throughout all the sessions, the head was seldom directly on the           
target except for right at the beginning due to the alignment           

criteria and sometimes at the very end of the session. This could            
be an effect of the path starting and ending straight ahead of the             
participant. The distance between the head and the target does not           
mean the head is misplaced. It should rather be viewed as an            
indicator of why, and how much, we move our heads for a given             
situation. 

Like the eyes, the head quickly reacted to the target’s turns.           
Usually, right after a turn, there was a clear decrease in the            
target-head distance which become more evident the faster the         
target traveled (Figure 14 and Figure 15). Yet the target-head          
distance after a decrease did not remain, and the head proceeded           
to quickly drift further away as soon as it was apparent that the             
target moved in a straight line again. Furthermore, the faster the           
target traveled, the more equal were the target-head distance         
spikes for both smooth and acute turns, which is clear when           
comparing Session 1 (Figure 6) and Session 3 (Figure 8). In           
Session 3, almost all turns show quick head reactions right after.           
This also occurs in Session 1 but with smaller amplitudes. The           
angles for the turns are the same, i.e. the head has a stronger             
reaction when the target is quicker. Session 2 also follows this           
pattern. 

 

Figure 14 and Figure 15. Head distance to target after the 
same acute turn in Session 1 (left) and Session 3 (right). Since 
the graph is upside down compared to the eyes’, a decrease in 

the target-head distance looks like an increase.  

Something which all sessions shared was that the target-head         
distance differed depending on where the target was located on          
the vertical axis. The further up the target went, the more the            
target-head distance increased. This was not the case horizontally,         
where the target-head distance did not change between the utmost          
right and the utmost left. Additionally, in the middle and lower           
parts of the target’s path, the head’s distance to the target was            
much smaller than in the upper ones. This is especially visible in            
Figure 4 (Session 2) where it can be seen that the participants            
stopped turning their heads vertically upwards after a certain point          
(32.76°) and let their eyes do the rest of the work. In this interval,              
the eyes’ accuracy remains as good as before while the head’s           
path results in a horizontal line under the target. This is where the             
head has been turned to its natural maximum and after this point,            
the neck needs to be very strained to turn the head further. 

Since the target-head distance gradually increased as the target         
went upwards, there is no exact spot where the head started to            
drift away. Yet after having to turn about 17° vertically upward, it            
was clear that the target-head distance did not improve until the           
target went lower again. 

Despite the target-head distance being greatest for big vertical         
upward movements, on average the head was never further away          
from the target than 8° (16.75cm) which can be seen in Table 2.             
Since the eyes were almost perfectly on target at all times, the            
target was indeed seen despite the head direction being off by a            
few degrees. 
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Table 2. The average result of all head movements 

Session Average 
distance from 
the target 

Greatest 
distance from 
the target 

Average total 
distance 
traveled 

1 (10°/s) 2.35° 7.47° 8.02 m 

2 (15°/s) 2.97° 7.44° 7.92 m 

3 (20°/s) 2.09° 7.96° 7.56 m 

 

Even though the head reactions were stronger for higher         
velocities, its total traveled distance became shorter the higher the          
velocity. The target moved a total distance of 7.65m in all           
sessions. In both Session 1 and Session 2, the head traveled           
slightly further than the target. But for Session 3, the head’s total            
traveled distance was less than of the target. This is due to the             
head velocity, which almost perfectly matched the velocity of the          
target in all three sessions. For Session 1, the target velocity was            
at vts0 = 15.75 cm/s compared to the head velocity at vhs0 = 16.51              
cm/s. In Session 2 the target velocity was at vts1 = 22.51 cm/s and              
the head at vhs1 = 23.31 cm/s. Both of these velocities are just             
slightly slower than of the head’s which resulted in the longer           
distance traveled. In Session 3, the target velocity was vts2 = 30.37            
cm/s, which was slightly faster than the head at vhs2 = 30.01 cm/s.             
This hints for a threshold somewhere between 15°/s and 20°/s          
where the head becomes slower than the target. The difference          
between the target and head velocity is less than 1.0 cm/s for all             
sessions, which is small considering the great difference in target          
velocity between the sessions. Since the head matches the velocity          
of the target so well the target was never too fast for the head. 

Path Difference 
While the eyes followed the same pattern in all three sessions, the            
head differed quite a lot. In both Session 1 and Session 3, the head              
distance to the target slowly but steadily increased until the target           
finished about half its path where this pattern stopped and instead           
became the other way round. This was entirely different for          
Session 2. As can be seen in Figure 7, the head is furthest away              
from the target three quarters in, instead of halfway as in the other             
two. Also, the head direction gets very close to the target just            
before halfway through in Session 2, which does not happen at all            
in the other two sessions. Due to the asymmetrical nature of the            
target path, rotating it 180° made it very different despite the other            
aspects being the same. For example, the lowest points in the path            
for Session 1 and Session 3 were the highest for Session 2, and             
therefore the target was not equally difficult to reach in Session 2            
as the other two. This was something which some of the           
participants noticed and mentioned. 

Distribution 
The level of distribution between the eyes and the head was           
decided by how much the eyes respectively the head, had to turn            
from its center position to reach the target. Therefore, the          
distribution shows how much of the total gaze movement required          
to see the target relied on the eyes/head. It did not seem like there              
was much difference between the three velocities in this regard          
and generally, the distribution was about 15/85 which is similar to           
the results of Lanman et al. [27] and Gresty et al. [17]. In Figure              
16, the mechanics of the distribution are made clearer. In the           

visualization, the head is close to the target at all times, yet not             
quite there and the eye compensates for the missing degrees. 

As can be seen in Table 3, there is almost no difference in the              
distribution between Session 1 and Session 3. The expected         
results would be a greater eye proportion the quicker the target.           
That is not apparent in this set of data, as the difference is less              
than 0.5 percent despite the target being twice as fast.          
Furthermore, due to the head stopped turning after a certain point           
in Session 2, despite the target being further up, it resulted in a             
somewhat greater eye distribution compared to the other two. 

Table 3. Average eye/head distribution 

Session Eyes Head 

1 (10°/s) 14.17 % 85.83 % 

2 (15°/s) 16.48 % 83.52 % 

3 (20°/s) 14.66 % 85.34 % 

 

 

Figure 16. 3D visualization of one participant’s results from 
Session 1. Here, the data points seem more gritty than the 
average values. The eyes are represented in green and the 

head direction in yellow. 

Standard Deviation 
To see where the differences between the participants were the          
greatest and also if there was any relation to the interval in the             
target's path, the standard deviation for each eye/head data point          
was visualized. In general, the deviation for each eye data point           
followed the average eye curve, and therefore also had small          
spikes at the acute turns. Like earlier results, the evidence was           
most apparent in Session 3, but there was not much of a difference             
between the three sessions. As the standard deviation was small,          
most participants were close to the average value for any given           
point, with just a few occasional exceptions. Due to great          
saccades, some of the standard deviation data points for the eyes           
fell far out from the others. Normally the formula for standard           
deviation resolves such issues as extreme values, but in this case,           
the distance for a saccade was too great. There were no other data             
points close to the saccadic ones, thus they had no relation to the             
otherwise clear result. 
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In all three sessions, the head deviated somewhat more. The          
standard deviation for each head data point was quite even along           
the graph and slightly increased in the acute turns like the eyes’            
deviation. Also, like the eyes, this was most visible in Session 3. 

The average standard deviation for the entire session and not each           
data point can be seen in Table 4. It decreased as the target             
velocity increased. Despite some extreme individual cases (further        
presented in Extremums and Individual Differences), the standard        
deviation shows that the participants as a group were even. 

Table 4. The standard deviation for each session 

Session Eyes Head 

1 (10°/s) 0.88° 0.92° 

2 (15°/s) 0.64° 0.89° 

3 (20°/s) 0.69° 0.77° 

 
Extremums 
A line made up of the best and the worst eye/head data point for              
each target point was visualized and calculated. With such a high           
number of participants, there was always someone who had their          
eyes at the center of the target for any given point. Thus the line              
for the best eye values followed the white centerline quite well.           
Not surprisingly, the line for the worst eye data points seemed to            
follow the pattern of the average values. This became more          
evident the faster the target went as well as the data got less noisy.              
In other words, the slower the velocity, the more random the lines            
appeared. The noisiness was caused by the eyes’ ability to move           
incredibly fast and might look less noisy for higher sampling          
frequencies. Or they were a result of small saccadic movements. 

The best and the worst lines for the head was similar albeit not at              
all noisy due to its considerably slower speed and acceleration.          
Here it was clear that the best and worst points followed the            
average head values, with fluctuations of about ±1°. These         
constant fluctuations were caused by fluctuations on an individual         
level where the participants performed differently in different        
intervals of the path. 

In Table 5 is the average distance the extremum lines had to the             
average results. Considering these values are an average of the          
most extreme data points, the difference between the sessions was          
rather small. Thus there is no correlation between the extremum          
lines and the velocity. 

Table 5. The average distance between the best/worst lines 
and the average results 

Session Worst eye 
line 

Best eye 
line 

Worst 
head line 

Best head 
line 

1 (10°/s) 2.95° 1.40° 4.45° 3.28° 

2 (15°/s) 2.62° 1.35° 5.11° 3.63° 

3 (20°/s) 2.84° 1.42° 4.34° 3.56° 

 

For the best target-head distances there were more or less always           
someone who had their head direction on target. This was true for            

all points with the exception for the fourth and fifth turn in            
Session 3, where even the best data points where more than 2.5°            
away from the target. This was the interval which required the           
most stretching of the neck, both vertically and horizontally.         
Although, this was not the case in Session 1, which required the            
same stretching of the neck. The two can be compared in Figure            
17 and Figure 18. Thus, in the fourth and fifth turns on the path,              
not a single participant was on target with their head direction in            
Session 3 but was in Session 1. This suggests that for parts which             
require the neck to greatly stretch, the head is turned less for faster             
velocities. 

  

Figure 17 and Figure 18. The best and worst head data points 
for Session 1 (left) and Session 3 (right). The upper gray line is 

the best values, the red line is the average values, and the 
bottom gray line is the worst values. 

Observations 
Due to the limited FOV of the Magic Leap, the participants were            
forced to turn their heads or the UFO would leave its FOV.            
However, the participants turned their heads naturally before this         
happened. None of the participants were asked to look at the UFO            
in a certain manner yet all started to follow it with their heads             
after it started moving. The UFO never left the FOV as the            
participants’ heads remained relatively close at all times. This         
further points towards smooth pursuit indeed being mostly about         
head movement, even if the head is not perfectly aligned with the            
target. 

Individual Differences 
While the average results of all participants seem to point in a            
clear direction, the individual differences between the participants        
were notable. On an individual level, the retinal error was still           
small, but the accuracy was not as high as the average seemed to             
suggest. At some points, the retinal error was as big as 5° and just              
as the average shows this was mostly related to the turns. For the             
majority of the participants, the retinal error was mostly small in           
Session 1, got slightly greater in Session 2 and slightly greater           
again in Session 3. It was not uncommon for the retinal error to be              
about 1-2 degrees occasionally in Session 3 for several of the           
participants. The difference on an individual level seemed to         
match the results in [17], and as Hu et al. [22] states, a person’s              
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gaze behavior is never identical, despite repeatedly being        
provided with the same content. 

What differed the most between individuals was the head         
movements. Reacting to turns was similar to the average values          
and similar among the participants, but the eye/head distribution         
and total head traveled distance was vastly different. Some         
participants did not move their heads any more than necessary,          
resulting in a 25/75 eye/head distribution. Others moved their         
heads so much that they were aligned with the target almost the            
entire session, resulting in a 10/90 distribution. Another difference         
that was noticed between the participants’ head turns was that          
some had sharp turns (pointy spikes in the graph) while others had            
noticeably smoother ones. A participant with sharp turns had a          
quicker head reaction than the ones with smooth turns. The sharp           
turns were a majority, hence almost no smooth head turns are seen            
in the average values (Figure 6-8). 

The head fluctuations mentioned in Extremums also differed a lot.          
Some participants’ head movements fluctuated about ±1°, while        
others seemed to have almost no fluctuations. If a participant’s          
head fluctuated or not seemed to be unrelated to the velocity.           
Although for the participants who did, the slower the target went,           
the more fluctuations there were. 

DISCUSSION 
This study had the purpose of exploring the interplay between          
eye/head movements with the research question: Under what        
conditions is the head respectively the eyes mainly used to detect           
moving objects in an augmented reality setting? The results show          
that the eyes were incredibly accurate and only had a slight retinal            
error after an acute turn. The error amplitude was directly related           
to the target’s velocity. Smooth turns did not affect the retinal           
error as the eyes never left the target. Moreover, the head’s           
direction was never far away from the target, but great vertical           
movements caused the head to be further off. Head velocity          
matched the target’s well and despite head movements differing         
much between some individuals, the sum of all participants         
followed a clear pattern. Results from earlier studies were         
confirmed, such as the eyes adjusting for the head’s inaccuracy,          
gaze matching target velocity, the head accounting for most of the           
distribution among others. 

The average pattern of the eye/head movements started taking         
shape after just five participants. After 20 participants the pattern          
for both movements was clear and nearly unchanging. When         
almost twice as many participants were added to the study this did            
not change the results by more than 1-2 percentage points. Thus it            
can be claimed that the number of participants was more than           
sufficient to conclude that the patterns shown in the results can be            
trusted. 

In line with earlier studies, the 15/85 eye/head distribution was          
expected, but it being constant in all three velocities was not. Due            
to the average distance between the head and the target decreasing           
for a faster moving head, the distribution should be affected, as           
this lowers the distance the eyes are required to move. Yet the            
head accounted for the same percentage of the distribution         
regardless of the velocity. As the head’s velocity matched the          
target’s, but its total traveled distance decreased, it could be said           
that the head is slightly more precise for faster velocities. This is            
also shown in Table 2, where the head’s average distance from the            
target was lowered as velocity increased. This would have         
resulted in a different eye/head distribution but is canceled out by           
the increased retinal error, resulting in the same 15/85 distribution          

as for slower velocities. It is a bit difficult to be certain of this due               
to the skewed values of Session 2, but it is safe to say that the               
distribution did not change significantly due to velocity. This         
claim might not remain true for faster velocities because of the           
threshold between 15°/s and 20°/s where the head velocity got          
slightly lower than the target’s. For target velocities closer to          
30°/s the head might not keep up the level of precision recorded in             
this study, thus affecting the distribution after all, something         
worth considering in future studies. 

In the results, it was evident that the head was very close to the              
target at all times with an average distance of less than 3°.            
Additionally, the standard deviation was low for all three sessions,          
suggesting most participants followed this pattern. Since the head         
was always close to the target, and the eyes adjust for the            
inaccuracy, tracking the head direction during smooth pursuit        
gives quite an accurate prediction for user attention.  

Tracking head direction to predict saliency with satisfactory        
accuracy works well in VR since the user almost always looks           
straight ahead [39]. It appears that the results are the same for            
augmented reality, at least in the case of smooth pursuit.          
Depending on the purpose of an AR application, only tracking          
head movements is therefore adequate for smooth pursuit,        
reducing the need for expensive eye tracking apparatus. Another         
advantage of this is the saved space. Fitting eye tracking          
equipment in HMDs such as the Magic Leap is possible, but           
fitting them in smart glasses while still keeping them slim is a lot             
more difficult. If solely tracking head movements for user         
attention is sufficient, smart glasses will not require built-in eye          
tracking. Additionally, since users turn towards where they put         
their attention, tracking head movements could be used to         
optimize augmented reality applications for smart glasses and        
HMDs. With this data, the developers would be aware of what           
stimuli steal attention and which does not. If a developer wants to            
bring attention to something, head movements would show if this          
has been successful. 

Model for Visual Attention 
The results in this study, as well as in others, shows that as             
Lanman et al. [27] state “eye-head smooth pursuit mainly consists          
of head tracking”. The combination of the overall head         
movements, distribution, and low standard deviation points in the         
direction for a model of visual attention in the shape of a cone. As              
the head on average was 3° away and never further than 8° away             
from the target, a cone with a radius of 8° of the visual field is               
proposed as a model for the likelihood that an object is seen. Due             
to the head being closer to the target for faster velocities, the            
model would be slightly more precise the faster the target is. This            
model for visual attention might be somewhat trivial as humans,          
generally, do not move their heads in the opposite direction of           
where their attention is put. Thus it is easy to argue that a cone of               
visual attention might exist, but what makes it useful is its size, as             
it could give an accurate prediction if an object has been seen or             
not. The smaller the size, the more useful the model is. Further            
studies on the same subject could specify the dimensions of the           
cone more exact. 

It could be argued that the FOV of the Magic Leap forces the user              
to this kind of behavior. Yet with a radius of 8°, the model for              
visual attention is less than half the size of the Magic Leap’s            
FOV, meaning the result was not an effect of the Magic Leap’s            
characteristics and would prove similar for greater FOVs as well.          
This model for visual attention is relevant, as it only requires           
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sensors that track head movements, something which exists in the          
most simple of AR and VR headsets. 

This model for visual attention is not to be applied for situations            
where very high demand for accuracy is required, such as for           
pilots or race car drivers. The eyes can be trusted to be very             
precise, but even they have a slight delay of about ⅓ of a second              
in sharp turns for high velocities. Instead, the model could be used            
as a measurement for visual attention in augmented reality         
applications where perfect precision is not required. 

Cone of Gaze 
The model for visual attention resembles another concept from         
social interaction studies called ‘Cone of Gaze’. The Cone of          
Gaze is a metaphor to characterize gaze directions that constitutes          
looking at another person. Gamer et al. concludes that at a           
distance of 1m this cone can be measured to be approximately 8°            
of the visual field [15] which perfectly matches the results in this            
study. Future work could investigate how/if these two concepts         
are related.  

Method Criticism 
Path differences 
It would be easier to trust the results if it were not for the great               
differences in the target’s path for Session 2 compared to the other            
two sessions. These differences did not seem to affect the eyes           
much, but it required completely different movements for the         
head, affecting its distance to the target for certain intervals. The           
properties of the paths for Session 1 and Session 3 can be            
considered equal, as the results for these two are very similar in            
all aspects studied. Thus, running the target in the same path but            
backward was a good method for comparing eye/head movements         
without having the participant getting familiar with the target’s         
motion pattern. The target path used in this project was          
asymmetrical, but a symmetrical path might allow the rotation         
tried for Session 2. If the target path for Session 2 would have             
been more like the other two, the final results might remain           
similar but for now, the three paths were not alike despite the            
efforts in making them so. 

Target size 
In hindsight the target was a little bit too big for this experiment,             
considering the small distance of 1.2m. As a result of this, the            
eyes performed better than they otherwise would for a smaller          
target, and the amount of eye data points on the target would not             
be as high. 

Eye Tracking with Head-Mounted Displays 
Since humans are all unique and have different nose sizes, head           
sizes, eye sizes, etc, it makes eye tracking with HMDs such as the             
Magic Leap difficult. To get the best results, the HMD must fit            
well on the user’s head, which is cumbersome due to all these            
variables. Also, the researcher cannot see what the user sees and           
can therefore not be entirely sure that everything has been set up            
correctly, while the user does not have a point of reference. If the             
headset had been wrongly attached, the researcher would not         
know until looking at the results. Magic Leap tries to combat this            
by having several nose pads to choose from so that it fits the             
user’s head better, but it is still difficult to make it perfect. 

Bad Data 
43 people participated in the experiment, yet only 36 participants’          
data were used in the results. The remaining participants’ data          
were not included due to dysfunctional eye tracking during the          

test. The problems with the eye tracking were caused by the           
lighting conditions in the room in which the study took place.           
After a trial and error approach in conducting the study in           
different light conditions, it was apparent that the causing factor          
was the natural light coming from the windows. By blocking out           
the light from the windows with a curtain the data became           
noticeably better. This is because the Magic Leap uses IR sensors           
for orientation which is disturbed by sunlight. As the creators of           
Magic Leap state themselves, it is designed for indoor use only           
[31]. 

Concentration 
Since the order of the sessions was random, some participants got           
the quickest velocity as their initial session. Several of these          
participants expressed that the UFO moved unbearably slow        
during Session 1. This was not noted at all by participants starting            
with Session 1 or Session 2. Even though the test was quick,            
nothing happened to the UFO and it was not exciting to look at             
constantly for almost two minutes. A few participants had to do           
the test twice because of technical difficulties and doing it for the            
second time might cause the user to be slightly unfocused. Hence           
it cannot be ruled out that some of the results were affected by the              
participants’ concentration. 

Future Work 
In future work, the dimensions of the model for visual attention           
could be further specified along with the likelihood that the target           
is inside it. It would also be interesting to compare how the model             
fares in other cases than smooth pursuit. In this study, the           
participants sat down, but in future studies they could stand, using           
their bodies to turn as well. 

Due to the setting and lay-up of the experiment being rather clean,            
the results in this study might have been a little too good. There             
was nothing in the room or any other augmented reality graphics           
competing with the participants’ attention. In a more fully fleshed          
augmented reality experience the user might be out walking in the           
streets, talking to someone, while at the same time looking at the            
AR graphics. Most participants did their best at concentrating on          
the target through the entire experiment despite it being         
monotonous. Looking at the UFO was not exciting and Session 1           
was painfully slow as it took as much as 48 seconds. Normally            
one would probably lose interest by looking at it for so long, but             
the participants knew they participated in a study and therefore          
kept their concentration as well as they could. The components          
that were removed from this study such as distractions in both real            
life and AR graphics could be further studied as they compete for            
the user’s attention. Future studies might also discover new         
correlations by tinkering with the variables such as target velocity,          
size, path, distance, etc. 

Although new, the visualizations in this study were made with          
inspiration from earlier work and tailored specially for the         
gathered data. There are many other ways the same data could be            
visualized, and further studies should look into this as it might           
reveal yet to be discovered relationships in the eye/head         
coordination. By using more powerful equipment, data could be         
gathered and visualized in real-time, allowing researchers to try         
different stimuli movements and instantly see the outcome. 

CONCLUSION 
This thesis set out to investigate the interplay between the          
eye-head coordination during smooth pursuit, influenced by the        
research question: Under what conditions is the head respectively         
the eyes mainly used to detect moving objects in an augmented           
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reality setting? As expected, the eyes proved accurate for every          
given situation yet had a small retinal error after an acute turn.            
The head direction was always close, but rarely directly on the           
target, the eyes adjusting for the inaccuracy. Therefore, by         
tracking the head direction one could get an accurate prediction of           
where a user puts their attention, reducing the need for expensive           
and ungainly eye tracking apparatus. The idea of user attention          
can be translated into a model of visual attention in the shape of a              
cone, originating from the head, with a radius of 8°. Future studies            
may specify these dimensions further. 
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